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Case Report

Widespread Ignorance on how to Adjust the Miami-J® Spinal Collar
When Eating and Drinking Leads to Increased Aspiration Risk in Older
People
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Abstract

spinal collar is exclusively in younger volunteers [3, 4]. The

Wearing a spinal collar can cause dysphagia [1, 2]. The

manufacturer of the Miami-J® collar, Ossur® trains users to

limited evidence on swallow function when wearing a

remove the sternal pad when a patient is eating or drinking.
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An 83-year-old male demonstrated deterioration in swallow

authors) of how to specifically adjust the Miami-J collar

function on video fluoroscopy when wearing the Miami-J

before a patient eats or drinks. Whilst formal training

collar with sternal pad in situ in comparison to wearing the

should be undertaken to safely fit any spinal collar, it is

collar

the

critical that all members of the MDT are broadly aware of

importance of its removal. We identified poor knowledge

its function. As part of training in use of the Miami-J collar,

across the MDT about removing the pad during oral intake.

Ossur demonstrates a small adjustment that can be made

This report seeks to alert all healthcare professionals of the

after the collar has been fitted when a patient is eating or

importance of adjusting the sternal pad to avoid the

drinking, namely removal of the sternal pad. This

significant risk of aspiration in the older person.

adjustment can reduce the risk of swallow dysfunction

with

sternal

pad

removed,

highlighting

(coughing, choking or aspiration).

Keywords: Spinal collar; Fluoroscopy; Miami-J Spinal
2. Case Report

Collar;

An 83-year-old healthy male and first participant in our
study consented to three separate swallow assessments:

1. Background
As part of a research study we performed video fluoroscopy
on healthy individuals (aged 21-105 years) with and without

•

Baseline Video Fluoroscopy (VF)

a

collar,

•

VF wearing a Miami-J collar with sternal pad in situ

manufactured by Ossur®, is commonly used in the

•

Repeat VF wearing the collar with sternal pad

Miami-

J®

spinal

collar.

The

Miami-J

management of cervical spine injuries worldwide. It is

removed

recognised that wearing any spinal collar may cause
dysphagia [1, 2]. The little evidence that exists on swallow

The volunteer demonstrated deterioration in swallow

function whilst wearing a collar is exclusively in younger

function when wearing the spinal collar with sternal pad in

volunteers. [3,4] This case report draws attention to the

situ in comparison to wearing the collar with sternal pad

concerns surrounding swallow dysfunction in the older

removed. There was a particular deterioration in the oral

person wearing a spinal collar and the alarmingly poor

phase of swallow function, with the most marked decline

knowledge across the MDT (including some of the articles

seen in increased oral residue (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Video fluoroscopy wearing Miami-J Spinal Collar: Sternal pad removed (above left) versus sternal pad in situ (above
right).

Bolus preparation/mastication was impaired when the spinal

aspiration risk and has the potential to cause significant

collar was worn in comparison to baseline video

morbidity and mortality in older people.

fluoroscopy. Although the impairment of swallow function
with the sternal pad in situ did not cause overt aspiration in

Patient Consent

this volunteer, we felt that the impairment could have the

Written informed consent for publication of their clinical

potential to increase overall aspiration risk. This is an

details and clinical images was obtained from the patient.

important finding when we consider translation to the realworld, in the older person who suffers spinal injury and is
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